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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016 with funding from
Boston Library Consortium Member Libraries
https://archive.org/details/studentpreferencOOalbe
THESIS: STUDENT PREFERENCES IN WRITTEN COMPOSITION ASSIGNMENTS
GRADES 10, 11, and 12.
CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Main Problem
The purpose of the study is to determine student preferences
in written composition assignments in grades ten, eleven, and twelve.
The chief concern is to discover which types of written discourse are
preferred by pupils in the senior high school.
The study intends to discover student preferences in regard
to the writing of the letter, the play, the short story, the article,
the narrative composition and the editorial.
Subordinate Problem
Also the study intends to find answers to the following
questions: what kind of topics of interest are preferred in writing
the assignment? Are there sex differences in the choices of assignments?
If so what are they? Do interests tend to vary among different age
group 8? If so what are the variations?
Basic Assumptions Concerning the Problem of Study
The work of finding means to improve the quality of written
composition is extremely difficult, also to find means to improve the
mechanics and techniques of composition writing is complex. The
1
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problem is further c crap lie ated by the need for improvement in com-
position writing for all the different types of pupils in our high
schools today. Hence if we discover general basic preferences of the
high school student we will have a starting point where we may begin
to reduce complexities and bugaboos in written composition assignments
in the senior high school. It is a challenging problem which this
study will try to solve logically and comprehensively in lieu of teen-
agers overall preferences.
Questions Concerning the Problem
Adolescents are influenced by interests in radio, motion
pictures, and general outside interests. Many of these general inter-
ests around the home and communitj' could obviously become the basis
for life long hobbies; others could furnish highly approved means for
1 /
self expression. Children in high school and the grades are extro-
verts and should have encouragement in learning about the outside
world and in writing about it. English should begin with their
wholesome interests and develop these. Students will progress farther
and more profitably if they are given substantial material for
2/
writing. By discovering student preferences in written composition
assignments a teacher may choose from a more concentrated field in the
work and thereby help students to qualify their interests and direct
them toward attaining further certainties.
1/ Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescents . Farrar and Rinehart Inc.
New York, 19^oS p. 490.
_2/ Helen Rand, "Extrovert English," English Journal (College edition)
21; 25-25. January, 1952.
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The fir3t problem for vital subjects in composition is to
/
direct the students attention to the intrinsic interest of their most
1/
casual common life experience. ’/hat is this interest? Dewey dis-
tinguishes the soft from the hard pedagogy. The former attempts to
make interesting some subject matter disagreeable to the pupil because
it is felt he should master this particular activity. The latter
makes the same assumption concerning subject matter but attempts to
secure mastery by threats or punishment. Neither presents genuine
interest. Intrinsic interest is apparent in activity originated by the
child as part of his self development. Therefore the activity has
value for itself not for the avoidance of punishment or for the mere
2/
appearance of a value which doesn't exist. Dewey further says
"interest does not end simply in itself but is embodied in an object
of regard." So the teacher must gain a definite picture of the nature
of pupils interest and develop its worthwhile quality. Sven in 1951
educators were preoccupied with the mechanics of expression as shown by
a report by the National Survey of Secondary Education which analyzed
156 courses of study in 55 states. The comment upon the reolies made by
teachers of English concerning the objective of teaching composition is;
The list of objectives suggests that builders of
the course of study in English have need of re-
turning with their pupils to the essential source
of expression, emotional and intellectual stimu-
li John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education - Riverside Educational
Monographs. New York. Houston Mifflin Co^,1919»,- Chapter 1.
2/ Ibid., p. 16
*.
*
4lation through experience to discover those
normal activities of social and business
life in which correctness and form of es-
pression find their only reason for being.
The goal of these educators was to relate
everything a student learned whether in
school courses or from outside activities
to student interest, l/
2/
Thorndike says we depend on interests to furnish the
motives for the acquisition of knowledge and of the formation of rigjht
habits of thought and action. In an edition "Forthcoming Developments
5/
in American Education" Buswell sums up in four points what the
teacher can do for the pupil . First
,
teaching should be a process
of inducing self activity among pupils, of leading them to discover
the truth with which education deals, rather than a process of pouring
into a passive pupil a body of knowledge possessed by the teacher and
to be imparted to the learner. Second
,
the newer methods lay emphasis
on what is designated as "real experiences" which are rich in concrete
elements, as contrasted with a form of instruction which consists mainly
of verbal abstractions organized into subjects and presented through
textbooks. Third, the newer methods of instruction lay great emphasis
on the problem approach, involving a personal interest factor on the
part of a pupil, as contrasted with presenting an organized body of
knowledge to be learned regardless of whether the pupil sees any re-
—
»
1/ National Survey of Secondary Education, Instruction in English , Mono-
graph no. 20, U. S. Government printing office, Washington, 1955. p« 25*
2/ E. P. Thorndike, Psychology of ’Wants, Interests and Attitudes
,
Teachers
College, Columbia University. New York/ 1955.
5/ G« T» Buswell, Psychol ogy of the Newer Methods of Teaching . Taken from
Forthcoming Develooments in American Education, compiled and edited by
»V . C. Reavis. University of Chicago Press, 1945.

lationship between it and his own needs. At the lower levels this
has led to a great revival of the discussion of interests in children,
and at the upper levels to instruction relating primarily to personal
problems, many of which are vocational in a broad sense. Fourth ,
there is the view very prominent in the present decade, that the con-
tent of education should be integrated and the learner be thought of
as an integrated whole, rather than as a person to whom departmen-
talized and specialized content is to be taught in the form of academic
subdivi sions
.
Each senior high school student is an individual, and each is
an adolescent. In our problem, here is where the plot thickens, the
experiment becomes vital and interesting, and we begin to anticipate
resul ts
.
Previous Research
Many investigations have been made to discover the interests
of high school children in many phases of education. Comparatively
very little 3tudy has been made in regard to students interest in
English composition assignments.
1 /
In 1915 Harris made a study. The problem of the study was
"to determine if possible the dominating lines of interest of the child
with reference to the material for composition." One part of the study
was devoted to the types of discourse which pupils prefer to use. Two
1_/ J. H . Harris, Inquiry into the Compositional Interests of the Pupil
in the 7th and 8th grades." English Journal
,
Vol . II. Jan. 1915 *
pp ..54-45.
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6methods were used. With each method, this question was presented to
the pupils: "If you were asked to select a topic for written composi-
tion from one of the following types which would you select as your
first choice? Your second choice? In the first instance this statement
was followed by four specific topics for each type of discourse, for
example, A reasoning topic, such as "why U» S. senators should be
elected by the people; why arithmetic is a more valuable study than
history; why playgrounds should be established; some reasons why I
desire an education?" In the second case, in which the topics were
shuffled when they were distributed, Harris merely stated the four
types as follows - a reasoning topic; an explanatory topic; a narra-
tive topic; and a descriptive topic.
He found that the order of preference in the matter of types
was as follows (l) narrative; (2) descriptive; (5) reasoning;
(4) explanatory. The demonstration that narrative and descriptive
topics are largely preferred was conclusive. On the basis of correla-
tions and experiences, biography, history and manual training and
cookery, proves in the order named, the decisively preferred sources
for composition material. Choices were made by 522 students.
An experiment in composition assignments was carried on by
1 /
Nicholson. His problem was which of the two methods of composition
assignment gives the better results. The findings of this experiment
wer9 based on an examination of 520 compositions written by tenth
l/ Gr. H. Nicholson, Experimental Evaluation of the Results obtained by Two
Types of Composition Assignments
,
Unpublished Master's Thesis. Boston
University, 1 959*
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grade pupils. The sequences of assignments (A, B, 0, D) at intervals
of one week, were arranged so that A and C were the topic type and B
and D were of the situation type. This alternation employed for the
sake of balancing instruction during the interims and the improvement
that might come with practice. Nicholson found the situation assign-
ment more effective than the topic assignment because it is more stim-
ulating, produces sufficient quantity of ideas, and trains the student
to meet real life situations now or later. The writer concludes, how-
ever, that situation assignments should not be given to the exclusion
of the topic assignment.
l/
Symonds had graduate students rate a list of pupils' co-
position topics for frequency of occurrence and reality. Indexes of
importance were then calculated for the topics. Symonds made charts
of topics for written composition in the traditional style and rated
them according to judgments of graduate students as to their frequency
of occurrence and their degree of reality for high school pupils. The
study gave of the 48 topics for traditional written composition 120
topics for miscellaneous forms of writing and four topics for oral
composition. The topic "narration of personal incidents" rated
highest as a written composition topic, and "telling a joke" rated
highest for an oral composition topic.
2/
Brooks asked over 1000 seniors and 1200 high school fresh-
men to indicate 10 out of 48 problems in which they were most interested
1/ a. h. Symonds, "Real Topics for '.Vriting and Speaking," School Review ,
58: 765-775, December 1950*
2/ Helen R. Brooks, "Student Preference Problems of Democracy." Harvard
Educational Review
, 7: 215-225. March, 1957.
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in problems of democracy. A list of the subject titles found in widely
used textbooks on problems of democracy was prepared. In the first
ten in both lists were education, crime, taxation, immigration, types
of government and the depression. Sociological problems obtain more
votes from girls while economics and political problems interest the
boys. The writer concludes that questions drawn from the field of
sociology received a greater concentration of votes from the seniors
than did the problems centering in any other social science fields.
The personal aspect of human relations therefore, may be the keynote
from 'which schools should work.
1/
Laidley examined varying numbers of issues of 46 junior high
school publications in an effort to classify the articles into groups
of interests. The schools represented were from California to New
York and from Minnesota to Arizona. As the papers were read the sub-
jects were tabulated. It was found the largest number of articles
were written on the following seven groups: (l) general school news
(2) verse, (5) jokes and personals (4) club news (5) stories (6) moral-
ities and (7) informal essays. The writer concludes from her study
of the kind of material the school paper presents that description
has practically dropped out. Narrative has assumed the fora of a
plain statement of facts about athletics events, club meetings and
other school activities with a small sprinkling of fiction. Exposi-
tion and a mixture of exposition and persuasion in articles dealing
1 / M. F. Laidley, ^Composition Interest of Junior High School Pupils."
English Journal 1 4 : 2010209* March, 1925.
t«. I
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with ethical and moral subjects have a prominent place in the interest
of the pupils, while the popularity of the verse form is decidedly
surprising*
A tentative course of study was carried on by the Department
1 /
of Education* 3^00 students in grades 7 to 12 from 9 states stated
what they wanted to learn in school. Objectives checked almost uni-
versally were those relating to acceptable behavior, making and keep-
ing friends, presenting a good appearance and developing independence
— all as ultimate goals.
2/
An experiment was carried on by McDonald with regard to
student preference in written composition assignments in the junior
higji school. A questionnaire was constructed which would evaluate the
relative degree of children's preference in written composition. The
assignments chosen were: write a letter; make an outline; write a
play; prepare a report; write a short article; and write a paragraph.
There were 24 groups with 3 items to choose from in each group. It
was found that the order of preference of students for the assignment
was; letter, outline, paragraph, plan, report and article. The study
showed no statistical significance in the preferences in the junior
hi^i school. There was no statistical difference between boys and
girls in their preferences. The girls showed a slight preference for
the letter, the outline, and the play. The older pupils when compared
1 / 0. M. Brown, "Home and Family Life Education," Review of Educational
Research Vol • XI, no. 4, part 1. October, 1941 .
2/ C. B. McDonald, Student Preferences in Written Composition Assignments
in Grades 7, 8, and 9* Unpublished Master's Thesis. Boston University,
1945.
.*
to the younger pupils did not show a definite preference in written
composition assignments.
These references constitute many of the studies which have
been taken up in regard to student interest in written composition.
They have served to guide portions of this experiment in which the aim
is to secure a wider range of information in regard to senior higji
school students' preferences.
The imagination of a boy is healthy
And the mature imagination of a man is healthy
But there is a space of life between in which the
soul is in a ferment
the character undecided
the way of life uncertain. 1 /
Keats' (Sndymion)
l/ Keats/T Sndymion -(preface^Tha \ New/ Yo/k- — v\.
..
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OF INVESTIGATION
Construction of Questionnaire
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the nature and con-
struction of the questionnaire which would evaluate the relative de-
gree of hi^i school students' preferences in written composition as-
signments in grades ten, eleven, and twelve. The senior higji school
classes were chosen because it is in the adolescent years that in-
terests should be expounded for future development in professions, or
hobbies, or other life long pursuits.
Furthermore, there is an inadequacy of data concerning interests.
Relatively few systematically obtained facts about interests are now
available, and very little research has been found in regard to
English composition preferences.
A questionnaire wa3 made up and then tabulated indicating the
preferences of 246 senior high school students from Everett higji
school, Arlington higji school, and Belmont high school. Pupils in
the English classes of the college section were tested. The six as-
signments used in the questionnaire are as follows: write a letter,
write a play, write a short story, write a narrative composition, write
a news article, and write an editorial. Hie questions were made up
11
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carefully, with an eye to students' interest and familiarity with
the subjects. I,'any questions were made up and rejected. Finally
the topics were chosen from English text books, current articles
from magazines found in the Teachers' library, and topics used in
previous research on student preferences. They are subjects of
personal experience, movies, sports, comics, radio, social life,
career, travel, dogs, books, seasons, and famous people.
The questionnaire consists of 24 groups with 5 items in each
group. Every 2 groups has 6 types of composition assignment - the
friendly letter, the play, the short story, the editorial, the narra-
tive composition and the newspaper article. The student chooses one
assignment from each group that he would prefer doing* In this way
he is given 12 times to choose one of the six written assignments.
There are 12 categories of interest included in every four groups.
Therefore, a student chooses his assigiment preference twelve times
and his topic preference six times.
The following five pages at the end of this chapter is a
sample of the questionnaire as it was presented to the high school
student.
Limitations
The study has limitations. Only the English sections in three
hi^i schools were tested. There were two hundred and forty six students
from Arlington, Belmont, and Everett High Schools that checked the
experimental questionaire
. There were no distinctions made regarding
students' aptitude or scholarship. The specifications made for the
II
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students who answered the questionaires were that they belong to the
Sophomore, Junior, or Senior English class in the high schools tested
and that he or she has a preference in choosing a written composition
assignment.
Method of Administering the Questionnaire
The questionnaire presented to 246 senior higi school students
in the 10, 11, 12 grades was self-explanatory. It was passed out to
the English class of approximately thijry pupils at the beginning of
their English period. They were to write their name, age, sex, and
school at the top of the first page, then check their choices in the
following five pages of the questionnaire. The pupil was permitted to
ask the teacher for information if he should be unfamiliar with any of
the topics. The teacher was asked to stress the fact that all three
items in each group be read carefully by the pupils before checking
their choice in each group. It required about twenty minutes to check
his or her preference.
..
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Name School
Boy or Girl Age last birthday Grade
Read the three assignments in the following groups care-
fully. Then check in the blank on the left of the assign-
ment the composition title you 'would choose. Check one in
every group.
Group #1
Write a letter to a friend in western Massachusetts telling
him how your city helped in the Community Fund Drive,
Write a play, the scene of which takes place on the practice
field the day before the big football game of the season.
All the players and the coach are arguing the best and newest
plays.
Write a short story, telling your own version of the ending
in the comic strip "Terry and the Pirates."
Group #2
Write
Write
Write
Group #3
Write
ab out
Write
pi or in
an article for the newspaper on postwar radio,
a narrative composition on manners in everyday life,
an editorial on "One's profession in life."
a letter to a friend in the hospital, telling him
the last movie you saw.
a play which your class could give of a group ex-
g the African interior.
Frepare a short story about an event in the famous life of
Abraham Lincoln.
Group £4
In a newspaper article on dogs, tell how one dog named
"Brian" saved a woman's life.
Write a narrative composition on your favorite character
in fiction.
Write an editorial on the season.
‘.
Group #5
Write a letter to your little brother reminding him to watch
his manners while he is away.
Write a play in which the chief characters are discussing why
they would prefer a certain profession in later life.
Write a short story about a wealthy woman who contributes a
large sum of money to the Community Fund Drive only because
her society friend is present when she is asked to give her
contribution.
Group #6
Write a journalistic account of the best football game you
saw this season.
Write a narrative composition on "'What I learn from the comic
strips in our newspapers."
Write an editorial on radio advertising.
Group #7
Write a letter to a friend who is at a radio station in
Greenland describing some good books that you are sending
him.
Write a play in which Summer, Winter, Autumn, and Spring
take on allegorical forms and speak.
Write a short story about an incident that happens on a
movie set.
Group £8
Write an article for the newspaper on how travel is
educational
.
Write a narrative composition on Heroes or Heroines,
Write an editorial on dogs for "3e Kind to Dumb Animals"
week.
Group #9
Write a letter to a friend who has been out of town for a
week. In the letter describe the exciting happenings in
your favorite comic strip.
Write a play in which three men are trying to set up a
radio station in an underground munition factory.
Write a short story showing an outcome of the slogan
"Courtesy Pays."
Group #10
Write an article for the newspaper on the advantage of
knowing one’s vocation early in life.
.
3 C
Write a narrative composition on the unseen and widespread
advantages of a drive like the Community Fund.
Write an editorial on All-American football stars of the
season.
Group #11
Write a letter to your young brother. In it tell him about
the adventurous life of Buffalo Bill.
Write a play in which a little girl is looking for her lost
‘ puppy.
Write a short story concerning a boy who has read Charles
Dickens' "Christmas Carol" and tries to get his friends to
read it too.
Group #12
Write any article comparing this winter season to last winter's.
Write a narrative composition on your favorite type motion
pictures
.
Write an editorial on "Traveling Abroad in War Torn Europe."
Group #13
Write a letter to a student in England telling him how to
play football.
Write a play in which "Lil Abner," "Little Orphan Annie,"
and "Barnaby" meet.
Write a short story concerning radio sponsors.
Group #14
Write an article for the newspaper on making and keeping friends.
Write a narrative composition on professional men and women that
I know.
Write an editorial on the Community Fund Drive.
Group #15
Write a letter to a student in France asking her how you would
travel through Paris, down to the Riviera, and through southern
France
.
Write a play in which four famous people have dinner together.
Write a short story on "A Dog's Life."
-.
4 D
Group #16
Write an article on books you are reading in high school now.
Write a narrative composition describing your favorite season
of the year.
Write an editorial on how movies influence the youth of America.
Group #17
In a letter to your parents tell them about the career you have
decided upon for later life.
Write a play in which the Community Fund Drive benefits a poor
family
,
Write a short story about a football hero.
Group #18
Write an article about the philosophy in comics.
Write a narrative composition about "the radio in the American
home."
Write an editorial on "Portrait of a Gentleman" or "Portrait of
a Lady" in regard to good manners.
Group #19
Write a letter describing the New England change of season and
the term, "If you don’t like New England weather, wait a few
minutes."
Write a play takin
fc ,
a direct scene from either the life of
"Madame Curie," or John Montgomery in "Gallant Journey," or
Cole Porter in "Night and Day."
Write a short story about an American traveling in Russia.
Group #20
Write an article for the newspaper on Margaret Truman visiting
your school.
Write a narrative composition on the dogs you have known.
Write an editorial on "What good books mean to me."
Group #21
In a letter to an influential friend, tell him you would
like to work for his radio network next summer.
Write a play in which the chief characters are a boy with
good manners and a boy with no manners.
Write a short story about a detective and a doctor.
*' •
5E
Group £22
Write an article for the newspaper on the Greater Boston
Community Fund Drive.
Write a narrative composition on "Football."
Write an editorial on "What's funny in the funnies."
Group ^23
Write a letter to a friend describing the antics and habits
of your dog.
Write a play using the scene, setting, and characters of the
most recent book you read in your English class.
Write a short story about how the seasons influenced the life
of a family on a small farm.
Group £24
Write a review of three of the movies playing in town.
Write a narrative composition on your travels.
Write an editorial on "The Importance of Famous People."
J
CHAPTER III
INTER? RET ATI OH OF RESULTS

CHAPTER III
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The following chapter shows results of the questionnaire
given to senior higji school students. They are organized in the
following manner.
1- Preferences of 246 senior hi^i school students in written
composition assignments.
2- The preferences of each grade are arranged separately.
5- The sex differences of senior hi$i school students in written
composition assignments are compared.
4- Preferences in written composition in the different grades
are compared.
5- Topics of interest among the senior high school students
are compared.
14
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TABLE I
Showing Preferences of 246 Senior Hi eft 5ch o ol Students
in Written Composition Assignments
Assignment % of 1st
Choice
Standard
Error %
Difference
of %*
Standard
Error of
Difference
Critical
*
Short
Story
22.1 2.6
Letter 17.5 2.4 4.6 5.5 1.5
Article 17.4 2.4 ..10 5*5 .50
Editorial 16.8 2.4 .60 5.5 1 .8
Narrative
Composition
15.5 2.5 1 .5 5-5 .45
Play 10.9 2.0 4.4 5-0 1.4
* Between the assignment and the
one below it as
Short Story and Letter
Letter and Article
Article and Editorial
Editorial and Narrative Composi-
tion
Narrative Composition and Play
Table I shows the order in which the written composition
assignments are preferred by 246 senior high school students.
*r
.
.
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CHART I
Comparison of Most Preferred Assignment with the Least
Preferred Assignment
Assignment % of 1 st
Choice
Standard
Error %
Difference
of %
Standard
Error of
Difference
Critical Ratio
Short 22.1 2.6 11.2 50 5.4
Story
Flay 10.9 2.0

TABLE II
Moving Preferences of 50 Tenth Srade Students
in Yritten Composition Assignments
Assignment No* First Choices
Short Story 442
Editorial 519
Narrative Composition 512
Article 5oc
Letter 278
Play 227
This table shows that 80 tenth grade students of three
different high schools prefer the short story to any other assign-
ment. Use writing of the editorial and narrative composition are
second and third choice. The writing of the play is the least
appealing.
.'iZ
.
*
TABLE III
Preferences of 82 SL eventh Grade Students
in Yritten Composition Assignments
Assignment No. First Choices
ihort Story 466
Letter 400
Article 561
Editorial 550
Narrative Composition pOo
Play 215
Table III shows that ei.e^ty-two eleventh grade students
prefer writing a short story. Letter writing is their second choice.
The article is their third choice. Ihe writing of the play is
least appealing as it is with the tenth grade students.

TA3LE IV
Preferences of 34 Twsl vth Grade Students
in Written Composition Assignments
Assi gnment No* First Choices
Short Story 408
Articl
e
571
Letter 565
Editorial 5V
Narrative Composition 294
Play- 205
r
TABLE V
Sex Differences of 246 Senior High School Students
in Written Composition Assignments
No • Gi rl s
160
No. 3oys
86
Assignment % of
1 st Choice
S.E. % % of
1st Choice
S. E. % Diff
.
of %
S. E.
Diff.
of C.R.
Letter 16.7 5.0 19.1 4.2 2.4 5.0 .43
Play 11.0 2.5 10.7 6.4 0.5 4.2 .07
Short
Story
21.5 6.2 26.2 4.5 1.7 5.5 -51
Article 13.6 5.1 15.6 5.9 50 5.0 .66
Narrative
Como o si tion
15.6 2.9 14.9 5.9 0.7 4.9 .01
Editorial 16.7 6.0 16.9 4.1 0.2 5.0 .04
Both boys and girls choose short story writing as first
preference. Then there is a difference in the order of preferences.
The order for the girls is: article, editorial, letter, narrative comp-
osition, and play. Ihe order for the boys is: editorial, article, nar-
rative composition, letter and play. Ihe preferences are the same in
the most desired assignment, the short story, and in the least desired
assignment, the play.
c*
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TABLE VI
Preferences in Written Composition Assignments
in Different Grades are Compared in
Percentages
.
Assignment 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th G:
Short Story 25.6 22.5 20.5
Editorial 17.0 15.9 17.5
Narrative Composition 16.5 l4.8 14.8
Artie 1
e
16.0 17.4 13.7
Letter l4.8 19.1 13.4
Play 12.1 lOO 10.5
Table VI shows slight differences in the choice of
assignments between the different grade levels. In the choice of
the assignments the Seniors prefer writing the article and the
editorial in a higher percentage than do the Sophmores and Juniors.
The Sophmores prefer writing the short story and the
narrative composition in higher percentage than the other classes.
r.
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Preferences for Topics of Interaat in tha
iriting of the Assignment
Investigation procedure involved finding out ho* different
topics rated with the assignments among the senior hlgji school students*
The assignments are the letter, the play, the short story, the article,
the narrative composition, and the editorial* The topics of interest
are subjects about the Community !\>nd, movies, manners, radio, oomiou
,
travel, football, career, books, seasons, adventure, and dogs*
•Therefore the following pages aro a resume of each assignment, stating
the topic used in each assignment, and the percent of first choios
they received from the students*
*
TABLE VII
Letter writing and the Percentage of Times Each Topic Was Chosen
Percentage The Top ics of Interest in the Letter Assignment
12.1 Write a letter describing the New England change of season
and the term, "If you don't like New England weather, wait
a few minutes . "
no Write a letter to your friend in the hospital telling him
about the last movie you saw.
10.9 In a letter to your parents tell them about the career you
have decided upon for later life.
3.3 Write a letter to a friend in Western Massachusetts telling
him how your city helped in the Community Fund Drive.
8.7 Write a letter to a student in France asking her how you
should travel through Paris, down the Riviera and through
Southern France.
3.5 In a letter to an influential friend, tell him you would
like to work for his radio network this summer.
7.4 Write a letter to your little brother reminding him to
watch his manners while he is away.
7.4 Write a letter to a student in England telling him how to
play football.
6.5 Write a letter to your friend describing the antics and
habits of your dog.
6.5 Write a letter to a friend who is at a radio station in
Greenland describing some good books you are sending him.
6.0 Write a letter to your young brother. In it tell him about
the adventurous life of Buffalo Bill.
5.3 Write a letter to a friend who has been out of town for a
week. In the letter describe the exciting happenings in
your favorite comic strip.
I.
.
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TABLE Till
Play Writing and the Percentage of Times Each Topic Was Ohosen
Perc entage The Topics of Interest in the Play Assignment
12.9 Write a play in which a little girl is looking for her
lost puppy.
11.5 Write a play the scene of which takes place on the practice
field the day before the big football game of the season.
All the players and the coach are arguing the best and
newest play.
10.6 Write a play in which three men are trying to set up a
radio station in an underground munition factory.
9»0 Write a play in which the chief characters are a boy with
good manners and a boy with no manners.
3.2 Write a play in which four famous people have dinner to-
gether .
8*1 Write a play in which Summer, Winter, Autumn and Spring
take on allegorical forms and speak.
7*8 Write a play taking a direct scene from either the life of
’’Madame Curie" or John Montgomery in "Gallant Journey" or
Cole Porter in "Nigjit and Day."
7*8 Write a play using the scene, setting and characters of the
most recent book you have read in your English class.
7*6 Write a play in which the chief characters are discussing
why they would prefer a certain profession in later life.
6.5 Write a play in which "Lil ' Abner," "Little Orphan Annie"
and "Barnaby" meet.
5.2 Write a play in which the Community Fund Drive benefits a
poor family.
8*2 Write a play which your class could give about a group
exploring the African interior.

TABLE IX
3hort Story Writing and the Percentage of Times Each Topic Was Chosen
Percentage The Topics of Interest in the Short Story Assignment
10.1 Write a short story about an incident that happens on a
movie set.
9.9 ’Write a short story about how the seasons influence the
life of a family living on a small farm.
9.3 Write a short story concerning radio sponsors.
9.4 Write a short story about a wealthy woman who contributes
a large sum of money to the Community Fund Drive only be-
cause her society friend is present when she is asked to
give her contribution.
3.3 Write a short story showing an outcome of the slogan
"Courtesy Pays."
3.6 Write a short story about "A Dog's Life."
80 Write a short story concerning a boy who had read Dickens'
"ChristmaH Carol" and tries to get his friends to read it
too
.
7.7 Write a short story about a football hero.
7-7 Write a short story about a detective and a doctor.
6.5 Prepare a short story about an event in the famous life of
Abraham Lincoln.
7.0 Write a short story telling your own version of the ending
in the comic strip "Terry and the Pirates."
5.0 Write a 3hort story about an American traveling in Russia.
*.
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TABLE X
The Writing of the Article and the Percentage of Times Each Topic Was Oftosen
Perc entage The Topics of Interest in the Article Assignment
15»0 Write an article for the newspaper on making and keeping
friends
.
11.5 Write a journalistic account on the best football game you
saw this season.
11.2 Write a review of three movies playing in town.
10.3 Write an article for the newspaper on how travel is
educational
.
10.2 Write an article for the newspaper on the advantages of
knowing one's vocation early in life.
8.6 In a newspaper article on dogs, tell how one dog naned
"Brian" saved a woman's life.
3*5 Write an article for the newspaper on Margaret Truman
visiting your school.
7*5 Write an article for the newspaper on postwar radio.
6.2 Write an article comparing this winter season to last
winter.
4.5 Write an article for your newspaper on the Greater Boston
Community Fund Drive.
4.4 Write an article on the books you are reading in hig^i
school now.
4.5 Write an article about the philosophy in comic.
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TA3LS XI
The Writing of the Narrative Composition and the Percentage
of Times Each Topic Was Chosen
Percentage The Topics of Interest in the Narrative Composition
Assignment
14.7 Write a narrative composition on "The Radio in the American
Home.
"
11 .2 Write a narrative composition on your favorite character
in fiction.
10.4 Write a narrative composition on your favorite type motion
picture
•
10.2 Write a narrative composition on "Football."
9.8 '/rite a narrative composition on manners in every day life.
8.5 Write a narrative composition on your travels.
7.3 Write a narrative composition on "Professional Men and
Women that I Know."
6.4 Write a narrative composition describing your favorite
season of the year.
4.9 Write a narrative composition on "Vhat I Learn from the
Comic Strips in our Newspaper."
4.8 Write a narrative composition on heroes or heroines.
5.7 Write a narrative composition on the unseen and widespread
advantages of a drive like the Community Fund.
.«
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TABLE XII
Editorial Writing and the Percentage of Times Each Topic Was Chosen
Percentage The Tonics of Interest in the Editorial Assignment
15*8 Wri te an edi tori al on
America.
10.9 Write an editorial on
10.9 Write an editorial on
10.0 Write an editorial on
season.
9.4 Write an edi torial on
Week. ti
9.0 Write an edi tori al on
8.2 Write an editorial on
7.9 Wri te an editorial on
5.3 Write an edi tori al on
5.0 Write an editorial on
4.9 Wri te an editorial on
"Portrait of a Lady. ii .
4.2 Write an editori al on
how movies influence the youth of
"'hat Good Books Mean to Me."
"What's funny in the Funnies."
All-American football stars of the
dogs for "Be Kind to Dumb Animal
radio advertising,
one's profession in life.
Traveling Abroad in WarOtorn Europe,
the season.
"The Importance of Famous Feople."
"Portrait of a Gentleman" or
n regard to good manners.
"The Community Fund Drive."
..
CHAPTER IV
SUM ARY

CHAPTER IV
Summary
This experimental problem was undertaken to determine
student preferences in written composition assignments in the tenth,
eleventh, and twelvth grades.
The following are the findings obtained from this study.
I. The order of student preference for the assignment was:
1- Short story, 2- Letter, Article, A- Editorial, 5- Narrative
Composition, 6- Play.
II. This study showed a slight statistical significance in senior
i
high school students preferences for written composition assignments
between the most preferred assignment, the short story, and the least
preferred assignment, the play. Also a difference was shown between
the second preference, the letter, and the play; and between the
short story and the article. (Refer to table I, chapter III.) No
other statistical significance was shown.
III. There were no statistical differences between boys and girls
in their preferences for written composition assignments. Both boys
and girls chose short story writing as first choice. Boys showed
a slight preference in this choice over the girls. The girls chose
for the second, third, fourth, and fifth choice assignments in follow-
ing order. Article, Editorial -letter. Narrative composition. The
28
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order of choices for the same assignments for the boys were Editorial,
Article, Narrative composition and Letter.
IV. The differences in the choice of assignments between the
grade levels are slight. The three grades chose Short story, as first
preference. The tenth grade chose the assignments in the following
order— Short story, Editorial, Narrative composition, .Article, Letter,
and Play. The eleventh grade chose, Short story. Letter, Article,
Editorial, Narrative composition, and Play. The twelvth grade chose
Short story. Article, Letter, Editorial, Narrative composition and
Play, in that order. The eleventh and twelvth grades chose Narrative
composition as fifth choice, and the Play as sixth choice in the same
percentage of choice. (See table VI. chapter III.)
V. A study of the assignments after they were broken down into
topics of interest, proved the following facts:
1. The topics used in the assignments influenced the students’
preferences more than did the kinds of assignments.
2. The topics about movies rated consistently high* while the
topics about comics were consistently low. However, the topic was a
high 10.9^ in the editorial assignment, "What's Funny in the Funnies."
(Chapter III.)
Topics of general knowledge and interest rated high, as
manners, sports, dogs, radio, and career.
4
. Topics on famous people were among the least preferred. The
choice of topics that fluctuated between high and low were those on
the Community Fund, books, travel, and the seasons. They might have

received higher rating if the wording had been more appealing.
5. The only topic that showed a difference in the percentage of
first choice between girls and boys was, "'.Vrite an editorial on the
"Portrait of a Gentleman" or "portrait of a Lady" in regard to good
manners." Six boys chose it, and forty two girls chose it.
f
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE
Name School
Boy or Girl Age last birthday Grade
Read the t-hree assignments in the following groups care-
fully, Then check in the blank on the left of the assign-
ment the composition title you 'would choose. Check one in
every group.
Group #1
Write a letter to a friend in western Massachusetts telling
him hew your city helped in the Community Fund Prive.
Write a play, the scene of which takes place on the practice
field the day before the big football game of the season.
All the players and tne coach are arguing the best and newest
plays.
Write a short story, telling your own version of the ending
in the comic strip "Terry and the Pirates."
Group #-2
Write an article for the newspaper on postwar radio.
Write a narrative composition on manners in everyday life.
Write an editorial on "One's profession in life,"
Group £3
Write a letter to a friend in the hospital, telling him
about the last movie you saw.
Write a play which your class could give of a group ex-
ploring the African interior.
Prepare a short story about an event in the famous life of
Abraham Lincoln.
Group £
4
In a newspaper article on dogs, tell how one dog named
"Brian" saved a woman's life.
Write a narrative composition on your favorite character
in fiction.
Write an editorial on the season.
1
Group #5
Write' a letter to your little brother reminding him to watch
his manners while he is away.
Write a play in which the chief characters are discussing why
they would prefer a certain profession in later life.
Write a short story about a wealthy woman who contributes a
large sum of money to the Community Fund Drive only because
her society friend is present when she is asked to give her
contribution.
Group #6
Write a journalistic account of the best football game you
saw this season.
Write a narrative composition on "What I learn from the comic
strips in our newspapers."
Write an editorial on radio advertising.
Group #7
Write a letter to a friend who is at a radio station in
Greenland describing some good books that you are sending
him.
Write a play in which Summer, Winter, Autumn, and Spring
take on allegorical forms and speak.
Write a short story about an incident that happens on a
movie set.
Group £8
Write an article for the newspaper on how travel is
educational
.
Write a narrative composition on Heroes or Heroines.
Write an editorial on dogs for "3e Kind to Dumb Animals"
week.
Group #9
Write a letter to a friend who has been out of town for a
week. In the letter describe the exciting happenings in
your favorite comic strip.
Write a play in which three men are trying to set up a
radio station in an underground munition factory.
Write a short story showing an outcome of the slogan
"Courtesy Pays."
Group #10
Write an article for the newspaper on the advantage of
knowing one's vocation early in life.
'
3Write a narrative composition on the unseen and widespread
advantages of a drive like the Community Fund.
Write an editorial on All-American football stars of the
season.
Group #11
Write a letter to your young brother. In it tell him about
the adventurous life of Buffalo Bill.
Write a play in which a little girl is looking for her lost
‘ puppy.
Write a short story concerning a boy who has read Charles
Dickens’ "Christmas Carol" and tries to get his friends to
read it too.
Group #12
Write any article comparing this winter season to last winter's.
Write a narrative composition on your favorite type motion
pictures
.
Write an editorial on "Traveling Abroad in War Torn Europe."
Group #13
Write a letter to a student in England telling him how to
play football.
Write a play in which "Lil Abner," "Little Orphan Annie,"
and "Barnaby" meet.
Write a short story concerning radio sponsors.
Group #14
Write an article for the newspaper on making and keeping friends.
write a narrative composition on professional men and women that
I know'
.
Write an editorial on the Community Fund Drive.
Group #15
Write a letter to a student in France asking her how you would
a travel through Paris, down to the Riviera, and through southern
France.
Write a play in which four famous people have dinner together.
Write a short story on "A Dog's Life."
«.
4Group #16
Write an article on books you are reading in high school now.
Write a narrative composition describing your favorite season
of the year.
Write an editorial on how movies influence the youth of America.
Group #17
In a letter to your parents tell them about the career you have
decided upon for later life.
Write a play in which the Community Fund Drive benefits a poor
f amiiy
.
Write a short story about a football hero.
Group #18
i
Write an article about the philosophy in comics.
v Write a narrative composition about "the radio in the American
tiome ."
Write an editorial on "Portrait of a Gentleman" or "Portrait of
a Lady" in regard to good manners.
Group £19
Write a letter describing the New England change of season and
the term, "If you don’t like New England weather, wait a few
minutes.
"
Write a play takinb a direct scene from either the life of
"Madame Curie," or John Montgomery in "Gallant Journey," or
Cole Porter in "Night and Day."
Write a short story about an American traveling in Russia.
Group £20
Write sn article for the newspaper on Margaret Truman visiting
your school.
Write a narrative composition on the dogs you have known.
Write an editorial on "What good books mean to me."
Group #21
In a letter to an influential friend, tell him you would
like to work for his radio network next summer.
Write a play in which the chief characters are a boy with
good manners and a boy with no manners.
Write a short story about a detective and a doctor.
-'
5Group £22
Write an article for the newspaper on the Greater Boston
Community Fund Drive.
Write a narrative composition on "Football."
Write an editorial on "What*s funny in the funnies."
Group £23
Write a letter to a friend describing the antics and habits
of your dog.
Write a play using the scene, setting, and characters of the
most recent book you read in your English class.
Write a short story about how the seasons influenced the life
of a family on a small farm.
Group £24
Write a review of three of the movies playing in town.
Write a narrative composition on your travels.
Write an editorial on "The Importance of Famous People."
*.




